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The whipping boy chapter 8 summary

Sid Fleischman This study guide consists of about 37 pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analyses, topics and more - everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of The Whipping Boy. Prince Brat continues to refuse to deliver the note. Cutwater threatens a beating, with
the prince threatening to tear the note apart and keep the crown to himself. The two outlaws go outside to discuss this idea of sharing the reward with the whipping boy. While they're outside, Jemmy and Prince Brat exchange words. The prince demands that he will not return to the castle
until he is ready and at a time he chooses. Jemmy tries to figure out why Prince Brat won't go. The Outlaws return to offer the beating boy a bucket full of jewels, but again he refuses. Just as Hold-Your-Nose Billy takes off his leather belt, Jemmy offers a new plan to deliver the note to the
lock. Knowing their way home, he persuades the villains to use this horse to... (read more from the summary of Chapter 11) Copyrights The Whipping Boy from BookRags. (c)2020 BookRags, Inc. All rights reserved. Sid Fleischman This study guide consists of about 37 pages of chapter
summaries, quotes, character analyses, topics and more - everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of The Whipping Boy. When Jemmy begins to write the ransom note, both Hold-Your-Nose Billy and Cutwater hover over him and ask questions. The two outlaws want to make sure
they are described as meaner than mean, not too messy-with outlaws. Fearing the king's army, Jemmy writes that if seen as a soldier, the outlaws will break the prince's neck. When the outlaws remind him to write about the reward, Jemmy begins to think that the ransom is not high enough,
considering that he is a royal prince. He gives the idea of a cart full of gold and jewels to the outlaws who are upset about the idea of all these riches. Prince Brat sits and stares coldjemmy, who has declared his royal title. He is stunned by Jemmy's clever mischief and says nothing. Chapter
8 AnalysisPrince Brat's refusal to learn his daily lessons prevents him from... (Read more from the summary of Chapter 8) Copyrights The Whipping Boy from BookRags. (c)2020 BookRags, Inc. All rights reserved. These notes were contributed by members of the GradeSaver community.
We are grateful for their contributions and encourage you to make your own. Written by Brianne Martin and other people who wish to remain anonymous, Jemmy is a little boy who serves as a whipping boy to a particularly unruly and bad-behaving prince, whom everyone calls Prince Brat. It
is the Time with the prince and even learn to read and write, paying attention to the lessons the prince never attends. When the prince decides to flee, he demands that Jemmy accompany him and not be talked out of the plan. Although Jemmy initially wants nothing to do with the scheme,
he begins to formulate his own plan and that this could be his opportunity to run away himself. As he prepares to take a break and start life as a rat catcher, the two boys are picked up by a cutthroat who wants to rob them. Jemmy's heart sinks when Prince Brat leaves the highways behind
and tells them he's the prince, demanding that they now show respect for their heir to the throne. Aseptically, the men first believe in his claims when they realize what a beautiful and expensive saddle they have on their horse, so they bring the boys back to their camp as hostages, for
which they will demand ransom. They want the prince to write the ransom note, but when they discover that he can't write, but that Jemmy can, they begin to wonder if the boys have changed their identities to confuse them. Jemmy goes with this presumption and realizes that the best way
to get the prince back to the palace might be. As he writes the note, Jemmy pretends to be offended that they didn't ask much in exchange for his safe return and encourages them to ask for a carload of gold. Jemmy also frightens her to send the prince, whom they consider the violent boy,
to deliver the king. Since the plan seems to work, Prince Brat sabotages him by refusing to return to the castle. Jemmy then suggests that they send his horse back to the castle with the message. Jemmy designs an escape plan and the two guys make a run for it. They walk to the forest,
where they hide in the hollow of a dead tree, appearing like a black bear and starting to move towards the highway men. While they are running, Jemmy climbs back out of the tree, but is disappointed that he still manages to lose the prince. Jemmy leaves the prince's service and turns to go
frustrated, frustrated to realize that the prince is still following him. As they argue, they hear a female voice in the forest and realize that they are looking for the bear they have encountered in the past. They ask them how to get to the river, but they have to hide when they reach it, while
discovering the king's soldiers in search of the renegade heir. When the soldiers come by, they come out of their hiding place and help a coachman whose wheels are stuck in the mud. Jemmy asks for a ride to the fair and the driver, who turns out to be the hot potato man who goes to the
fair. At first Jemmy takes the ride on his own, but when he sees how lonely and pathetic the prince looks behind him, he has a change of heart and asks the hot potato man to stop and pick him up. As their bad luck would be, the trainer will be the same two highway man from whom they
had just escaped, The men begin to whip the prince because they thought he was the beating boy. Betsy, the young lady with the carrying bear, sees her and calls to them to stop, and when they refuse, she puts Petunia behind her. The boys travel with Betsy to the fair and enjoy hot
potatoes and freshly grown milk. When they start to have fun at the fair, they see Cuttwater and and Billy comes up to her, so Jemmy leads the prince into the sewer to hide. The Ruffians follow them, but are sent in the wrong direction by a rat-catcher they encounter. The men don't fall for
this trick and catch up with the boys. Jemmy leads them into the tunnels, where the largest rats are and the men are bitten, which allows the boys to escape back into the sun. Jemmy learns that there is a prize on his head and is sad when Prince Brat orders Betsy and Captaon Nips to bring
her back to the castle and turn on Jemmy. They do not want to obey, but because they are obliged to do so. Jemmy waits at the castle, while Betsy and the captain receive the reward offered for the Prince's return. The king then tells Jemmy that Prince Brat credits him with his safe return;
From now on he is under the protection of the Pronce and is no longer whipped. The boys are fast friends now and the prince has definitely caught his father's attention. As far as the highway men are concerned, they were last seen stowing themselves on a ship on a convict island. You can
help us by revising, improving, and updating this section. Update this section After you have claimed a section, you have 24 hours to submit a draft. An editor reviews the submission and either publishes your submission or gives feedback. Jemmy, who once made a meager living catch of
rats in the sewer, now lives in the king's castle as a whipping boy for Prince Horace, who is commonly known to the kingdom's citizens as Prince Brat. Whenever the young prince behaves wrongly or fails to teach, Jemmy is punished in his place, because it is illegal to beat up the heir to the
throne. When the prince decides to run away, he asks Jemmy to accompany him so that the two boys, who have nothing in common, run away together. Once in the woods, Jemmy and Prince Brat are captured by two villains, Hold-Your-Nose Billy and Cutwater. The villains plot to use
Jemmy, whom they believe to be royalty because he can write as a hostage to receive ransom and jewels from the king. When the two boys finally escape from the rogue hut (after Prince Brat Jemmy has crossed twice), they find themselves lost in the forest. With the help of Captain Nips,
seller of hot potatoes, and Petunia, the dancing bear, the boys finally escape the danger and find their way back to the city. Back in town, Prince Brat begins to appreciate Jemmy's skills, courage and friendship, and when the two finally return to the castle, the prince has decided to be a true
friend of Jemmy and his depraved, selfish to end. About the author Sid Fleischman grew up in San Diego during the Great Depression, and as a boy he wanted to be a magician when he was growing up. After high school, he traveled as a vaudeville entertainer and eventually joined the
U.S. Naval Reserve during World War II. After the war and college graduation, Fleischman worked as a reporter in San Diego and eventually turned to writing fiction. he Children's books are written when he had children of his own, and in recent years he has divided his time between
screenplays and children's books. Fleischman has written more than 35 books, many of which have been made into films, and in 1986 he won a Newbery Medal for The Whipping Boy. He died in 2010. Student Handout Print copies of The Whipping Boy Literature Circle Issues Printable for
Students. Suggested Answers to Literature Circle Questions Prince Horace is known as Prince Brat by everyone in the kingdom. What is it that he does to earn this nickname? He plays a lot of jokes at the expense of others; for example, to tie the wigs of nobles to their chairs and to
lubricate the saddles of the knights. He is outrageous and mocks his teacher, Master Peckwit (p. 5). He refuses to learn from anyone and makes demands from everyone around him. Describe the beating boy in the novel. Who is he? What is his job? The beating boy is Jemmy, who used to
live on the streets of the city and caught and sold rats to survive. Now Jemmy is the prince's beating boy; he replaces Prince Brat when the prince deserves a beating, and he annoys the prince by never crying when he is beaten (p. 4). Jemmy lives in fear of displeasing the prince or the king
and possibly losing his life, and he dreams of his former carefree lifestyle. What happens when Prince Brat and his beating boy try to escape the kingdom? They are captured by two cutthroats, Hold-Your-Nose Billy and Cutwater. The bandits hold the two boys hostage in their hut in the
forest as they plan to demand a ransom from the king. In The Whipping Boy, the author shoots a fantastic story of adventure with a language that is funny and exaggerated. Select your favorite passage in which the author has described characters or events in a funny or exaggerated way,
and read them aloud according to their literary circle. Then, as a group, discuss what you liked best about the author's approach. Say why. Students' answers will be different. The many layers of humor in this story will appeal to readers of all levels, and students should be willing to explain
why they found a particular passage humorous. How do Prince Brat and Jemmy differ at the beginning of the novel? Create and compare a list of personality traits for each character. Then discuss how each character's background has helped shape their personalities. Jemmy is tough,
carefree and strong, as a result of his hard childhood and years he had to fight for himself. He doesn't cry or shrug when he's beaten, and he shows courage even in the darkest situations. He has many friends from his Through his time in the castle, he has learned to read and write well.
The prince, on the other hand, has been pampered since his birth, and he never had to take responsibility for himself. The prince is willing and defiant. Every time, every like the king's son, and so he is known to be pampered, mean and selfish. He has no friends until Jemmy, because of his
selfish ways, and he has little knowledge of how the world works beyond the castle walls. He is also completely illiterate because he has refused to learn anything from his tutor. What makes Hold-Your-Nose Billy and Cutwater believe jemmy is the real prince? What impact does this have on
Prince Brat? When the bandits tell Prince Brat to write a ransom note to his father, he has to admit that he doesn't know how to write. The bandits can't believe that a real prince doesn't even know how to write his own name, so they assume that his companion Jemmy - who can write - is
the real prince. Prince Brat is furious that Jemmy is mistaken for the rattling street orphan with himself. What is Jemmy's plan to escape hold-your-nose Billy and Cutwater and why does he think it will work? Why doesn't the prince fit Jemmy's plan? Since the outlaws think jemmy is the real
prince, Jemmy plans to deliver the ransom note to the king to the real prince (whom the Outlaws consider to be the beating boy). In this way, Prince Brat will be free, and Jemmy will have fulfilled his duties to serve the Prince. The prince refuses to defy the plan, partly because he is angry at



being confused with an ordinary whip boy, and secondly because he is not yet ready to return to the castle (p. 34). As they try to escape, Prince Brat and Jemmy get lost in the forest. Describe a time when you were lost. What happened? How did you feel? How did you manage to find your
way? Students' answers will be different. Imagine the prince being asked to write a column for the local newspaper about what he learned about life outside the castle walls. What would the prince write in his column? The life the prince experienced during his adventure with Jemmy was full
of surprises, excitement and eccentric personalities. The prince meets a variety of unusual characters: the two outlaws, Captain Nips, Betsy and their dancing bear Petunia, so he would no doubt write about the fascinating new people he met. He could also describe the importance of
education and common sense in the world outside the castle walls. He could write about how he learned to get along with others and be a good friend. Prince Brat and Jemmy learn a lot about each other from their experiences in this novel. What do they learn? How does this knowledge
affect their relationship? Give three concrete examples. Jemmy learns that even someone as selfish as Prince Brat grows and Can. He learns that he can trust the prince and that the prince really has the capacity for friendship. Prince Brat learns that Jemmy is brave and very fast, especially
when he is in danger. He learns to appreciate Jemmy's loyalty, and he learns that it's worth being pleasant and friendly. He also comes to appreciate hard work. Due to their increased understanding of The boys' relationship becomes a true friendship. Prince Brat changes a lot from the
beginning of the novel to the end. How does it change? Give three concrete examples. Prince Brat learns what friendship means when he begins to trust and respect Jemmy. He witnesses Emmy's loyalty and self-sacrifice, and he begins to be less self-centered by Jemmy's example. He
begins to learn because he is ashamed when it is clear that his beating boy is much more educated than he is. He begins to take responsibility for himself - and at the end of the novel agrees to behave himself and make his own lessons. He also learns how ordinary people live and gets a
sense of real justice. In the novel, Prince Brat is alone with his father as he explains why he ran away and how his friends helped him return safely. What could Prince Brat have said to his father for the king to forgive them? What could the king have told the prince to help him act more
responsibly? Write a sample dialogue about what the two would say to each other. Prince Brat must have told his father that he was really compassionate for his behavior in the past, and he must have convinced his father that he was ready to change. He might have had to turn to his father
to not punish Jemmy, as was customary, and instead promised to meet a certain standard. He may have tried to explain to his father why he wanted to be friends with Jemmy and what he had learned by living outside the castle walls. The king may have asked for an explanation of what
happened during the boys' absence. He wants his son to convince him that he is truly willing to be more responsible and obedient. Jemmy wants to prevent royal households from beating. Compose a list of reasons that Jemmy will use to convince royal families to stop using beating boys.
Jemmy might suggest that the practice of using beating boys is generally ineffective, as the perpetrator is not punished and therefore does not learn from his mistake. He could also claim that the practice is unfair because an innocent person is punished instead of a culprit. It could also
suggest that corporal punishment is generally an inappropriate consequence. Jemmy has the option of leaving the prince in the book several times, but opts for it, even though the prince has betrayed him. What would you have done if you were in Jemmy's shoes and faced with that
decision? Many students will admit that they left the prince in Jemmy's position, as Prince Jemmy was in the had so often been cruel. When jemmy left the prince, he would have faced the possibility of severe punishment or death if he had been discovered, and that fear motivated him to
travel further with the prince. Jemmy also recognizes that the prince's privilege life means the prince is ill-equipped to live alone, and his survival depends on Jemmy's protection. At the end of the book, the king says: When you guys to run away again, take me with you. Why does the king
say this? What does that tell you about the king? Perhaps the king, like his son, wants to see more of the world, especially the way the common people live. From the experience of Prince Horace/Prince Brat, we learn how isolating and limiting a prince's life in a palace, and it is likely that
the king wants a broader experience and better relationships. The king probably recognizes how his son has changed for the better through his experiences outside the castle walls, and he wants to experience the same for himself. Note: These literary circle questions are related to Bloom's
taxonomy as follows: Knowledge: 1-3; Understanding: 4-6; Application: 7-8; Analysis: 9-11; Synthesis: 12-13; Rating: 14-15. 14-15.
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